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AUTOPSY OF 
JANE DOE
A family has been massacred in 
their own house, the setting of a 
grisly crime in small-town Virginia. 
Hidden in the basement, the partially 
buried body of a murdered woman is 
discovered. 
Drawn into the mysterious case, coroner 
Tony Tilden (Brian Cox, The Bourne 
Identity) and his son Austin (Emile 
Hirsch, Milk) conduct an otherwise 
routine late-night autopsy on the 
unidentified corpse.
But as the night crawls on, the autopsy 
becomes more complex than they ever 
imagined and the two men discover less 
about the victim and more about their 
own primal fears. Trapped in their own 
basement, haunted by the many creepy 
apparitions that penetrate the darkness 
and surrounded by the evil unknown, the 
coroners will need more than a simple 
scalpel to survive this night of visceral 
terror. RELEASED BY UMBRELLA ENTERTAINMENT PTY LTD

WARNING: THIS DVD IS PROTECTED BY LAW IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND. ANY UNAUTHORISED COPYING, HIRING, LENDING OR PUBLIC PERFORMANCE OF
THIS DVD IS ILLEGAL, AUTHORISED FOR PRIVATE HOME USE ONLY.  “Dolby” and the 2 symbol are trademarks of the Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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A family has been massacred in their own house, the setting of a grisly crime in small-town 
Virginia. Hidden in the basement, the partially buried body of a murdered woman is discovered. Drawn 
into the mysterious case, coroner Tony Tilden (Brian Cox, The Bourne Identity) and his son Austin 

(Emile Hirsch, Milk) conduct an otherwise routine late-night autopsy on the unidentified corpse.
But as the night crawls on, the autopsy becomes more complex than they ever imagined and the 
two men discover less about the victim and more about their own primal fears. Trapped in their own 
basement, haunted by the many creepy apparitions that penetrate the darkness and surrounded by the 
evil unknown, the coroners will need more than a simple scalpel to survive this night of visceral terror.
Directed by André Øvredal (Troll Hunter), The Autopsy of Jane Doe is an intense trip into the realm 

of supernatural horror, in the haunting tradition of Ouija, The Conjuring and Anatomy.

IM GLOBAL presents An IMpOstOr / 42 prOductIOn prOduced In AssOcIAtIOn wIth FAVre prOductIOns Ltd  eMILe hIrsch  BrIAn cOX “the AutOpsY OF JAne dOe” OpheLIA LOVIBOnd  MIchAeL MceLhAttOn 
And IntrOducInG OLwen KeLLY As JAne dOe cAstInG BY eLAIne GrAInGer OrIGInAL scOre BY dAnnY BensI & sAunder JurrIAAns VFX AutOMAtIK uK prOsthetIcs desIGner KrIstYAn MALLett 

cOstuMe desIGner nAtALIe wArd hAIr & MAKe up desIGners BeLLA cruIcKshAnK & JeMMA hArwOOd edItOrs pAtrIcK LArsGAArd  peter GVOZdAs prOductIOn desIGner MAtthew GAnt dIrectOr OF phOtOGrAphY 
rOMAn OsIn, Bsc LIne prOducer tIM cOLe cO-eXecutIVe prOducer AdAM cOBB eXecutIVe prOducers stuArt FOrd  MAtt JAcKsOn  steVe sQuILLAnte prOduced BY Fred BerGer  erIc GArcIA  Ben puGh  

rOrY AItKen wrItten BY IAn GOLdBerG & rIchArd nAInG dIrected BY AndrÉ ØVredAL
©  AUTOPSY DISTRIBUTION LLC, 2016.

“VISCERAL HORROR TO RIVAL ALIEN AND EARLY 
CRONENBERG. WATCH IT, BUT NOT ALONE.” 

STEPHEN KING

“ANDRE OVREDAL’S DIRECTING IN JANE DOE IS 
ELEGANT, MEASURED AND EFFECTIVE. BEAUTIFUL 

PACING. HIRSCH AND COX ARE BOTH GREAT.”
GUILLERMO DEL TORO
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THE 
BABADOOK
Where there is imagination, there 
is darkness and from within that 
darkness lurks a being of 
unfathomable terror … close to home.
A chilling tale of the unseen and 
otherworldly in the haunting tradition 
of The Conjuring and The Orphanage, 
Jennifer Kent’s visceral journey into the 
heart of fear itself is as terrifying as it is 
believable.

“ DEEPLY DISTURBING AND 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. 
YOU DON’T WATCH IT SO 
MUCH AS EXPERIENCE IT.”

   STEPHEN KING
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BAD KIDS GO TO HELL
A macabre lesson in discipline, debauchery and death, 
Bad Kids Go To Hell takes on the collective pressures of 
school life and delivers a dark vision of discontent and 
desperate survival in the classroom.
Venting spleen and mouthing off during their 8-hour 
incarceration, the group’s harsh attitude toward the 
school and each other suddenly falls into insignificance 
when a horrible ‘accident’ takes the life of one of their 
peers, casting an evil and insidious shadow over the 
entire proceedings.

BITTER FEAST
Lick your lips and prepare to be tantalised by an 
exciting new genre in film - gourmet horror! 
When food critic and notorious blogger J.T Franks (Joshua 
Leonard, The Blair Witch Project) publishes an unflattering 
comment about celebrity TV chef Peter Grey (James Le 
Gros, Zodiac) the heat is on and the soufflé is not the only 
thing that’s rising. With his culinary empire soon in tatters and 
his career in the scrap bin Grey is compelled to take things 
into his own hands and kidnap the young upstart to see what 
he is made of, one recipe at a time.
Bitter Feast is a tense revenge shocker with an after taste 
guaranteed to linger long.
Ordering off the menu never tasted so good!

BRAIN DEAD
Brain Dead follows an experimental brain researcher 
(Bill Pullman - Lost Highway) who agrees to dig into the 
gray matter of a schizophrenic scientist only to fall prey to 
his patient’s psychosis.
Pullman is blackmailed by a manipulative business friend, 
(played by Bill Paxton) into studying the case history of a 
paranoid scientist turned serial killer in order to profit from 
the secrets held in his mind. But Pullman’s ordeal takes one 
hairpin turn after another as he becomes lost in a maze of 
alternate realities, no longer able to sort fantasy from reality 
or paranoia from persecution.
In the tradition of the great psychological thrillers including 
Vanilla Sky, Lost Highway and Brazil, this is a terrifying, 
mind-bending suspense at its best.
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THE BROOD
A dark design from the mind of David Cronenberg 
(Scanners, The Fly, Eastern Promises, Maps to the Stars), 
internationally acclaimed exponent of psychological horror, 
The Brood is a chillingly twisted masterpiece of visceral 
intensity, considered by many as one of the scariest and 
terrifying films of all time. This shocking thriller, considered 
one of Cronenberg’s most compelling and unsettling works, 
explores the inner-monster and how misdirected rage can 
literally take on a life of its own.

CITADEL
Tommy Cowley (Aneurin Barnard, Ironclad) lives a quiet life 
in a decaying apartment complex with his very pregnant wife. 
The couple is attacked one day by a group of hooded young 
thugs, and after a shocking act of violence, Tommy is left to 
raise his newborn daughter alone - forever traumatised by 
the attack.
Suffering from extreme agoraphobia, Tommy alternates his 
days hiding out from imagined threats in his new apartment 
and intense therapy sessions aimed at bringing him back to 
normalcy. But when the same hooded gang return to terrorise 
Tommy again, he’s torn between his paralyzing fear and 
protective parental instinct.

DARK AGE
A classic tale of terror from the golden age of Ozploitation, 
Dark Age features outback stalwart John Jarratt as Northern 
Territory wildlife ranger Steve Harris, a stoic survivor charged 
with conserving the ever diminishing crocodile population from 
encroaching hunters, hell-bent on destruction of the species.
Faced with formidable opposition from gung-ho hunter 
John Besser (Max Phipps, Mad Max 2), Steve is joined by 
girlfriend Cathy and sets out to relocate a giant crocodile to 
a breeding ground sanctuary, well out of harm’s way. Aided 
by expert tracker Oondabund (Burnam Burnam, Ground 
Zero) and Adjaral (David Gulpilil, The Tracker) the intrepid 
foursome risk life and limb in a terrifying journey that will test 
their nerves and transform the tranquil Territory waters into a 
raging red torrent of death.
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“ ONE OF CRONENBERG’S EARLIEST AND ICKIEST 
EXPLORATIONS OF OUR FRAGILE FLESH.”

SCOTT WEINBERG
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KADAICHA
An Aboriginal elder with the power of life or death over those 
who disobey the laws of the Aboriginal people. When the 
unsuspecting residents of a suburban housing development 
encounter strange occurrences in their neighbourhood it is 
only a matter of time before someone upsets The Kadaicha 
Man. Discovering that their homes were built atop a sacred 
Aboriginal burial site, a group of teenagers are subject to 
nightmarish dreams about an eerie cave with sinister rock 
paintings and the brooding evil that dwells within. When they 
awake, a souvenir of their nightmare rests on their pillow – a 
stone destined to haunt them to their very core and place them 
in mortal jeopardy.

DVD
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“The Haunting Project” – was supposed to be a harmless bit of fun for teenagers Ethan (Logan Miller, Scouts Guide 
to the Zombie Apocalypse) and Sean (Keir Gilchrist, It Follows). When the two students pick their elderly neighbour 

Harold Grainey (Academy Award® nominee James Caan, The Godfather, Misery) as a candidate for their elaborate 
scare campaign, little do they know who they are really messing with.

Devising a high-tech audio/visual fright test on their unsuspecting neighbour, replete with power black-outs and the 
proverbial bump in the night, the two trouble-makers observe their self-made ripple of mayhem from afar via CCTV, 

but nothing prepares them for the shock wave of horror destined to head their way.

A taut and unnerving trip into the unknown, in the tradition of The Cabin in the Woods,  Paranormal Activity 
and Don’t Breathe, where manipulation, technology and evil all conspire to reach into our inner-most fears.

a STAR THROWER ENTERTAINMENT, BALL & CHAIN PRODUCTIONS and ANONYMOUS CONTENT production tHE Good nEiGHBour JAMES CAAN  LOGAN MILLER  KEIR GILCHRIST  LAURA INNES castinG By NANCY NAYOR  ANDY HENRY 
oriGinal music ANDREW HEWITT music supErvisor EMILIE BOGRAND   costumE dEsiGnEr SKYE STEWART-SHORT dirEctor of pHotoGrapHy ALEXANDER ALEXANDROV Editor KATHY GATTO ExEcutivE producErs JEFF CURRIER  ALFRED GUNDRY IV 

producEd By ROSALIE SWEDLIN  ELANA BARRY  GIRI THARAN  TREVOR WHITE  TIM WHITE  ALLAN MANDELBAUM co-producErs RICK RICKERTSEN  MARY SOLOMON writtEn By MARK BIANCULLI & JEFF RICHARD dirEctEd By KASRA FARAHANI 

© 2016 THE WAITING FILM, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. © 2016 LAYOUT AND DESIGN UMBRELLA ENTERTAINMENT. 
 “ACADEMY AWARD®” IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK AND SERVICE MARK OF THE ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES.
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GOOD NEIGHBOUR
“The Haunting Project” – was supposed to be a harmless bit 
of fun for teenagers Ethan (Logan Miller, Scouts Guide to 
the Zombie Apocalypse) and Sean (Keir Gilchrist, It Follows). 
When the two students pick their elderly neighbour Harold 
Grainey (Academy Award® nominee James Caan, The 
Godfather, Misery) as a candidate for their elaborate scare 
campaign, little do they know who they are really messing with.
Devising a high-tech audio/visual fright test on their 
unsuspecting neighbour, replete with power black-outs and the 
proverbial bump in the night, the two trouble-makers observe 
their self-made ripple of mayhem from afar via CCTV, but 
nothing prepares them for the shock wave of horror destined to 
head their way.
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INNOCENT PREY 
Cathy (P.J. Soles ) is suspicious of Joe’s (Kit Taylor) 
need to work late every night. Discovering Joe’s car parked 
outside of a motel, Cathy watches in horror as Joe slashes 
a prostitute to death with a razor. Joe is sent to the state 
hospital for the criminally insane and Cathy attempts to 
rebuild her life in Australia. Soon after her arrival, Cathy 
becomes the object of obsession for her landlord who 
observes her every movement, ready to cause all manner 
of mayhem to her newfound freedom.
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DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS
Based on Sheridan le Fanu’s Camilla, the classic tale of 
lesbian bloodsuckers, Daughters Of Darkness is a stylishly 
erotic vampire film. 
The hypnotically beautiful Delphine Seyrig stars as the 
infamous “Scarlet Countess” (who found eternal youth by 
bathing in the blood of 300 virgins). Boasting a legendary 
legacy of perversion, she keeps company with her beautiful 
young ‘companion’ (sensuous Andrea Rau sporting large 
eyes, pouting lips and a Louise Brooks bob haircut).
When the two women seduce a troubled newlywed couple 
they unleash a frenzy of sudden violence and depraved desire.

EPISODE 50
When the forces of evil have something to say, you’d 
better believe they will make themselves known.
In the spine-tingling tradition of Paranormal Activity and REC, 
Episode 50 is a terrifying new vision of horror from Ian Holt, 
acclaimed co-author of the international best-seller Dracula: 
The Un-dead.
OVER THE COURSE OF THREE YEARS A TELEVISION CREW 
OF PARANORMAL INSPECTORS DISPROVED 49 CASES OF 
SUPERNATURAL CONTACT.....
THIS IS EPISODE 50 

HATCHET 2
Before the blood has dried up from the original carnage, 
Adam Green’s Hatchet II swings into action with great 
gusto as heroine Marybeth (Danielle Harris, Halloween) is 
left to contemplate the slaughter of her family and her narrow 
escape from bloodthirsty maniac Victor Crowley (Kane 
Hodder, Jason X). Devastated to learn of her tie to 
the Crowley clan from local Louisianian Reverend Zombie 
(Tony Todd, Candyman), Marybeth vows revenge and 
assembles a group of ruthless hunters to take him down once 
and for all.
But as the intrepid team set out to get their man it is not 
long before they are up to their necks in a bayou of blood, 
surrounded by the mayhem and fury of killing machine 
Victor Crowley.

DVDDVDDVD
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HALLOWEEN
John Carpenter’s Halloween forever changed the face 
of horror. Admired and imitated for over 30 years, original 
masked monster Michael Myers remains one of the most 
terrifying creations in film history. 
In the dark past, on one particularly fraught-filled Halloween 
night, young Michael Myers brutally slaughtered his sister, 
terrifying a community and beginning a legacy of terror. 
Institutionalized for 15 years, Michael breaks out to fulfill his 
insatiable bloodlust.
The only person who understands the murderer behind the 
mask is psychiatrist Dr. Sam Loomis (Donald Pleasence, 
Escape From New York) who knows Michael is coming back 
to Haddonfield to wreak havoc and spill blood in the long dark 
shadows of Halloween.

HALLOWEEN 4: 
THE RETURN OF MICHAEL MYERS
Taking place a decade after the original Halloween massacre 
in Haddonfield, demented killer Michael Myers rests in a 
comatose state, residing in a maximum security prison hospital, 
well out of harm’s way.
Biding his time and brooding for blood, he learns of the 
existence of his young niece Jamie (Danielle Harris, Stake 
Land) and escapes his confines to return home and carry on 
his cold-hearted killing spree.
The only person who understands Myers’ dark past is Dr. Sam 
Loomis (Donald Pleasence, The Great Escape). A force 
of conviction against a towering monster on a murderous 
mission, Loomis is the unlikely key to Haddonfield’s safety.  

HALLOWEEN 5: 
THE REVENGE OF MICHAEL MYERS
Troubled by the many dark secrets and the blood-drenched 
horror of her past, young Jamie Lloyd (Danielle Harris, 
Hatchet II) finds herself under the expert psychiatric care of 
Dr. Sam Loomis (Donald Pleasence, Escape from New York). 
He is the only man who truly understands the masked maniac 
known as Michael Myers.
Presumed dead down a mineshaft, Michael Myers remains 
all but a grisly memory for the citizens of Haddonfield.
But evil has an uncanny way of rising to the surface and when 
a well-meaning stranger discovers Myers and nurses him 
back to health it is only a matter of time before the formidable 
killing machine is back doing what he does best!
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HAUNTER
Back in 1986, Lisa and her family tragically died in their home 
under suspicious circumstances. Unable to move on, their 
spirits continued to roam the house during the intervening 
years, a legacy of sadness haunting the premises. Now, 
over a period of six days, Lisa must reach out from beyond 
the grave to help her living counterpart Olivia (Eleanor 
Zichy, Skins) avoid the same fate that Lisa and her family 
suffered long ago.
A visceral journey into the depths of the unknown, paying 
smart tribute to genre hits The Sixth Sense and Paranormal 
Activity, Haunter is a spine-tingling ghost story destined to 
linger long in your nightmares.

HOWLING III: THE MARSUPIALS
In true ozploitation style, this cult sequel to Joe Dante’s 
original horror blockbuster sees a mutant strain of werewolf 
rampaging around Australia, evolved from now-extinct 
marsupial wolves. Professor Harry Bechmeyer (Barry Otto, 
Bliss) is studying the new species, and soon stumbles on 
a she-werewolf, Jerboa (Imogen Annesley - Playing 
Beatie Bow). Found to be carrying a werewolf child, Jerboa 
is confIned in a hospital to ward against further breeding. 
But the Professor has fallen in love, and takes flight with 
the beautiful beast after she is targeted by a gang of army 
hunters intent on wiping out the race of rabid marsupials. 
With lupine members of the girl’s tribe disguising themselves 
as nuns in an effort to rescue Jerboa, this comedy horror 
classic builds to a gruesome and hilarious climax!

IN FEAR
Adventurous couple Tom (Iain De Caestecker, Agents 
of S.H.I.E.L.D) and Lucy (Alice Englert, Beautiful Creatures)  
set out for fun and romance, heading to a music festival 
in rural Ireland - but nothing prepares them for the sheer 
malevolence that lurks along the road up ahead.
Despite having a hotel room booked, the couple faces a lonely 
night lost in the twisted country lane ways. Surrounded by 
dark woods, Lucy catches a glimpse of a masked man in the 
haunting unknown, setting forth an intense journey into the 
depths of desperation and despair.
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“ A SMART, DISTURBING EXERCISE IN ANXIETY.”
THE GUARDAN
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INN OF THE DAMNED 
You will never be the same after you discover the secrets 
of the Inn of the Damned! On a lonely stratch of road, deep 
in an isolated Australian rain forest, lies an eerie, forgotten 
Inn. Few travellers stop there now, and those that do...
disappear! An American bounty hunter is hired to unravel the 
Inn’s chilling secrets. He is soon confronted by its demented 
owners, obsessed with guarding the terrible truth within.
Action packed with sadistic violence, bare flesh and tainted 
sex, Inn of the Damned is a horror classic that will shock you 
to the core! 

JULIA’S EYES
Open your eyes to a bold new vision in gothic thrills 
and chills from acclaimed producer Guillermo Del Toro 
(Pan’s Labyrinth, Hellboy, Pacific Rim).
A tantalizing Giallo-infused tale of terror and the smash 
sensation of the 2010 Spanish box office – Julia’s Eyes is 
not only “cleverly original” (FEARnet), but a full-tilt assault 
on the senses. 

KIDNAPPED
For Jaime, Marta and daughter Isabel, life is looking up if not 
a little skewed. Theirs is an expensive new abode to sort out 
family frustrations – personal ructions of minor consequence. 
But when three hooded men raid their home they become 
unwilling statistics of an alarming new wave of crime 
sweeping Europe, known as Express Kidnap.
Not satisfied with simple break and enter style burglary these 
faceless perpetrators intend to squeeze Jaime for all the 
cash he is worth, abducting him and placing the family under 
excruciating circumstances, subject to all manner of abject 
violence and gut-wrenching misery in order to secure their 
lucrative bounty. Tested by torture and the gruelling reality 
of the visceral extreme, desperate to survive at any cost, the 
family that bleeds together stays together.

“ A FASCINATING, BROKEN-BACKED PICTURE FULL OF 
RIVETING TWISTS AND DUBIOUS PSYCHOLOGY.”

THE GUARDAN
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INN OF THE DAMNED 
You will never be the same after you discover the secrets 
of the Inn of the Damned! On a lonely stratch of road, deep 
in an isolated Australian rain forest, lies an eerie, forgotten 
Inn. Few travellers stop there now, and those that do...
disappear! An American bounty hunter is hired to unravel the 
Inn’s chilling secrets. He is soon confronted by its demented 
owners, obsessed with guarding the terrible truth within.
Action packed with sadistic violence, bare flesh and tainted 
sex, Inn of the Damned is a horror classic that will shock you 
to the core! 

JULIA’S EYES
Open your eyes to a bold new vision in gothic thrills 
and chills from acclaimed producer Guillermo Del Toro 
(Pan’s Labyrinth, Hellboy, Pacific Rim).
A tantalizing Giallo-infused tale of terror and the smash 
sensation of the 2010 Spanish box office – Julia’s Eyes is 
not only “cleverly original” (FEARnet), but a full-tilt assault 
on the senses. 

KIDNAPPED
For Jaime, Marta and daughter Isabel, life is looking up if not 
a little skewed. Theirs is an expensive new abode to sort out 
family frustrations – personal ructions of minor consequence. 
But when three hooded men raid their home they become 
unwilling statistics of an alarming new wave of crime 
sweeping Europe, known as Express Kidnap.
Not satisfied with simple break and enter style burglary these 
faceless perpetrators intend to squeeze Jaime for all the 
cash he is worth, abducting him and placing the family under 
excruciating circumstances, subject to all manner of abject 
violence and gut-wrenching misery in order to secure their 
lucrative bounty. Tested by torture and the gruelling reality 
of the visceral extreme, desperate to survive at any cost, the 
family that bleeds together stays together.

“ A FASCINATING, BROKEN-BACKED PICTURE FULL OF 
RIVETING TWISTS AND DUBIOUS PSYCHOLOGY.”

THE GUARDAN
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KILLER BY NATURE
Owen Whitemore’s vivid and bloody nightmares of murder 
used to only take place in the relative discomfort of his mind, 
but now they have crossed the bridge of consciousness into 
his reality, throwing his life into a state of sheer terror. These 
ritualistic murders and stylised killings bear the unmistakable 
trademark of incarcerated serial killer Dr Eugene Branch 
(Armand Assante, American Gangster) who is on death row.
World-renowned authority on sleep disorders and dream 
analysis Dr. Jonas Julian (Ron Perlman, Hellboy) 
investigates Owen’s macabre visions, piecing together 
the frightening fragments in a desperate attempt to solve 
the mystery before Branch’s execution and Owen’s undoing.

LIFE BLOOD
Forty years ago a supernatural force vanquished Brooke 
(Sophie Monk, Date Movie) and Rhea, a sexy lipstick 
lesbian couple, after they committed an inconceivable murder.
One New Year’s Eve they rise from the dead, resurrected as 
vampires   – the dynamic duo are as mean as ever and ready 
to quench their bloody thirst after an interminable drought. 
Enamored with their newfound power, it’s no longer a 
question of whether they will kill again, but of how.

NIGHT OF FEAR
A deranged and reclusive stranger delights in dismembering 
unwary travellers and keeping company with a colony of rats 
fed on blood. When a young women crashes into one of this 
misfit’s ghoulish traps, so begins “an unremitting avalanche 
of terror” (The Australian) as she is relentlessly stalked and 
terrorized!
Unseen for over 30 years and originally branded “the film they 
didn’t want you to see” Night of Fear became Australia’s most 
controversial movies of the 1970s. 

DVDDVDDVD
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SELKIE
Jamie (Shimon Moore) is a typical teenager living the good 
life: a popular lad, he has a part-time job, is on the footy 
team and is the lead guitarist in a rock band. But all this is 
threatened when his mum (Celine O’Leary) announces that 
she has a new job as head scientist at a marine research 
base. 
Forced to uproot and move to a remote island, Jamie soon 
discovers that all is not as it seems. He begins to notice 
changes to his body – scales and webbed fingers – things 
beyond the explanation of teenage puberty.  Changes which 
suggest that he is somehow connected to a legendary line of 
Selkies – a magical people from ancient Scotland who have 
the power to change into seals.

OBSERVANCE
When private investigator Parker (Lindsay Farris, The Code) 
accepts an otherwise routine surveillance job, not only is he way 
out of his league, but faces an assignment destined to haunt him 
to his very core.
Following the tragic death of his young son, a marriage 
breakdown and near bankruptcy, Parker reluctantly returns to 
work. Embarking on an observation assignment, he tracks a 
mysterious woman to an abandoned apartment complex and 
witnesses a series of bizarre and unexplained happenings. Drawn 
into a clandestine world of intrigue and horror, unaware that the 
derelict building has spawned a dark presence, it is not only an 
alluring anomaly but slowly threatens to consume him.

UMBRELLA AUSTRALIAN CINEMA

THE QUEEN IN TASMANIA
The Queen in Tasmania celebrates all the pomp and 
excitement of two major royal visits to Australia’s Apple Isle.
Masterfully filmed by the Tasmanian Government Film 
Unit, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II’s first visit in 
1954 was barely a year after her coronation, replete 
with official motorcade, military procession and a 
colourful performance from thousands of local school 
children. Joined by Prince Philip, Queen Elizabeth II 
explored Australia’s second oldest city in Hobart, visiting 
Government House and the repatriation hospital before 
venturing North West to take in the many sights and 
experiences of Devonport and Launceston.
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NIGHTMARES
Screams of terror, silenced only by the splintering of glass! 
In this textbook example of 80s slash trash, an aspiring 
actress (Jenny Neumann from Hell Night), haunted by the 
childhood memory of her mother being thrown through a car 
window, finds herself trapped at the centre of a brutal killing 
spree as one by one her fellow thespians are butchered by a 
psychopath with a sliver of glass.
Proudly high on body count (including a notoriously graphic 
full-frontal thrill kill scene) and thankfully low on subtext, 
Nightmares offers the rare opportunity to see a host of 
famous Aussie faces (Gary Sweet, Briony Behets, John 
Michael Howson and others) dispatched in the most 
gruesome ways imaginable!
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“an energetic, candy-coloured romp through genre tropes” - Variety
Matriarch Diane (Dee Wallace, E.T, Cujo, The Howling) has invited her children to celebrate one last Christmas 
in their family home. Amid celebrations and domestic drama, they receive a visit from a mysterious stranger. 
Disfigured and cloaked, they feel sorry for him until they discover his extreme religious motives and anti-abortion 
message. Diane orders him to leave unaware he is her son. Twenty years ago she had an abortion and on that day 
a religious zealot bombed the clinic. Her still-living foetus was taken and raised by the bomber. After being rejected 
by his mother once again when all he wanted was love, he seeks vengeance upon the family who cast him out.

From award-winning director, Craig Anderson (Double the Fist, Stop Laughing ... This Is Serious ) 
comes his feature debut. Starring notable actor and scream queen Dee Wallace, Red Christmas is 
a character-driven horror, which tackles the abortion debate from multiple angles.

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Audio commentary with director Craig Anderson and actor Gerard O’Dwyer 
• Behind The Scenes parts 1 & 2 • Deleted Scene • Visiting Gerard O'Dwyer 
• Teaser Trailer • Trailer

© 2016 RED CHRISTMAS PTY/LTD AUSTRALIA. DESIGN & LAYOUT © 2017 UMBRELLA ENTERTAINMENT.FRONT COVER DESIGN BY SALLY WOELLNER 
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RED CHRISTMAS
Matriarch Diane (Dee Wallace) has invited her 
children to celebrate one last Christmas in their family 
home. Amid celebrations and domestic drama, they 
receive a visit from a mysterious stranger. Disfigured and 
cloaked, they feel sorry for him until they discover his 
extreme religious motives and anti abortion message. 
Diane orders him to leave unaware he is her son. 
Twenty years ago she had an abortion and on that day 
a religious zealot bombed the clinic. Her still-living 
foetus was taken and raised by the bomber. After being 
rejected by his mother once again when all he wanted 
was love, he seeks vengeance and kills the family who 
cast him out. 
From award-winning director, Craig Anderson, comes 
his feature debut. 

DVD



NIGHT OF 
THE LIVING 
DEAD
In George A. Romero’s trailblazing 
horror masterpiece, an army of advancing 
zombies with a bloodthirsty lust for 
human flesh force a lone group of human 
survivors to seek refuge in a farmhouse.
Radiation from a fallen satellite has 
caused the dead to walk, and the only 
way to kill them is with a blow or gun 
shot to the head. As the small farmhouse 
community tries to fend off the onslaught 
of the dead, the tension builds to an 
apocalyptic conclusion as a petrol pump 
and pick-up truck offer the only hope of 
escape.

There have been many imitators, but 
never anything quite like this!
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PATRICK (2013)
For three years Patrick has been lying mute and immobile, 
a patient in an isolated clinic where renegade neurologist, 
Dr Roget (Charles Dance, Game of Thrones) conducts 
horrific experiments on the long term comatose, watched on 
by the glacial Matron Cassidy (Academy Award® nominee, 
Rachel Griffiths, Six Feet Under).
Based on the 1978 cult chiller and boldly re-imagined by 
the director of the acclaimed Not Quite Hollywood, Patrick 
is “a superior, effectively nerve-rattling update” 

PRIMAL
When six friends journey into the remote wilderness 
to study an ancient rock painting at the entrance to a 
cave, they unwittingly awaken a dormant evil. 
After one of them goes for a midnight skinny dip in a 
waterhole, she regresses, bleeding, feverish and confused, 
into a vicious predatory state – and suddenly her friends are 
no longer friends, they’re food.
As she hunts them relentlessly, they too are forced to face 
their own basest impulses in the increasingly bloody fight 
to survive - all the while unaware that she’s not only eating 
the dead, but feeding an ancient entity deep within the cave 
itself...
Primal scores big on blood, low on survivors.

THE QUIET ONES
Tucked away in an estate outside of London, Professor 
Coupland (Jared Harris, MAD MEN, Fringe), along with a 
team of university students conduct an “experiment” on 
Jane Harper (Olivia Cooke, Bates Motel), a young girl who 
harbours unspeakable secrets and extraordinary abilities – 
such as the macabre skill of summoning the dead.
What evil forces they uncover are more terrifying than 
any of them could ever possibly expect and will haunt them 
to their core.
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“ THIS OZPLOITATION REMAKE IS A SPOOKILY 
EFFECTIVE FRIGHT-FEST.”

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
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a patient in an isolated clinic where renegade neurologist, 
Dr Roget (Charles Dance, Game of Thrones) conducts 
horrific experiments on the long term comatose, watched on 
by the glacial Matron Cassidy (Academy Award® nominee, 
Rachel Griffiths, Six Feet Under).
Based on the 1978 cult chiller and boldly re-imagined by 
the director of the acclaimed Not Quite Hollywood, Patrick 
is “a superior, effectively nerve-rattling update” 

PRIMAL
When six friends journey into the remote wilderness 
to study an ancient rock painting at the entrance to a 
cave, they unwittingly awaken a dormant evil. 
After one of them goes for a midnight skinny dip in a 
waterhole, she regresses, bleeding, feverish and confused, 
into a vicious predatory state – and suddenly her friends are 
no longer friends, they’re food.
As she hunts them relentlessly, they too are forced to face 
their own basest impulses in the increasingly bloody fight 
to survive - all the while unaware that she’s not only eating 
the dead, but feeding an ancient entity deep within the cave 
itself...
Primal scores big on blood, low on survivors.

THE QUIET ONES
Tucked away in an estate outside of London, Professor 
Coupland (Jared Harris, MAD MEN, Fringe), along with a 
team of university students conduct an “experiment” on 
Jane Harper (Olivia Cooke, Bates Motel), a young girl who 
harbours unspeakable secrets and extraordinary abilities – 
such as the macabre skill of summoning the dead.
What evil forces they uncover are more terrifying than 
any of them could ever possibly expect and will haunt them 
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NEWRE-ANIMATOR
Adapted from H.P. Lovecraft’s 
sepulchral 1922 pulp horror story, 
arguably the first such tale to ever 
consider scientifically affected 
corpses as zombies, Re-Animator is 
Stuart Gordon’s cult classic trip into 
the realm of the living dead.
Conducting clandestine experiments within 
the morgue at Miskatonic University, 
scientist Herbert West (Jeffrey Combs, 
From Beyond) reveals to fellow graduate 
student Dan Cain (Bruce Abbott) his 
groundbreaking work concerning the 
re-animation of fresh corpses.
However, between life and death is a 
thin thread of understanding and when 
obsession gets the better of West, there 
is no stopping his wicked ways – dead 
or alive!
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“ UNTIL QUENTIN TARANTINO MAKES HIS NEXT MOVIE, 
MICKLE IS THE GUY TO WATCH”

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

“THE ROAD ON SUPERNATURAL STEROIDS”
NEW YORK TIMES

RAZORBACK
The astonishing feature film debut of Russell Mulcahy 
(Highlander).
Somewhere deep in the Australian outback there’s a 
marauding, indestructible creature that can rip a man in 
half and destroy a homestead in seconds.
This giant freak of nature is 900 pounds of tusk and muscle - 
and it’s hell bent on terrorizing the small isolated community 
of “Gamulla” - a town as violent and primitive as the beast 
that threatens it. 

SCANNERS
10 Seconds: The Pain Begins.
15 Seconds: You Can’t Breathe. 
20 Seconds: You Explode.
Welcome to David Cronenberg’s (Maps to the Stars) 
dark, futuristic world of Scanners – a mind-bending blend 
of horror and sci-fi where a race of mutant humans, gifted 
from birth with telepathic powers, wreak havoc on an 
unsuspecting public.

STAKE LAND 
From director Jim Mickle (Cold in July, We Are What We 
Are) comes Stake Land  – a heart stopping road trip to the 
outer edge by way of a blood drenched jugular.
America is lost in the darkness and decay of a Vampire 
epidemic as survivors cling together in rural pockets, fearful 
of sunset and the vicious feral beasts that define their living 
nightmares.

“ A MIND-BLOWING TELEKINESIS THRILLER THAT 
IMMEDIATELY PUT MICHAEL IRONSIDE ON THE MAP AS 
ONE OF THE MOST INTENSE ACTORS AROUND.”

FULVUEDRIVE-IN.COM
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SUGAR 
MOUNTAIN
Deep in debt to a local thug, Miles West 
(Drew Roy) persuades his girlfriend, Lauren 
(Haley Webb, The Final Destination), and 
brother Liam (Shane Coffey) to help fake 
a disappearance in the Alaskan wilderness. 
While the town works together to find Miles, 
the local chief of police begins to suspect 
foul play. As he closes in on the truth, Liam 
struggles to conceal the hoax and in the 
process exposes a secret that rocks him and 
Lauren to the core. Now, the two struggle to 
stay one step ahead of a sadistic thug and 
the tenacious cops before Miles is gone for 
good. 
Also starring Jason Momoa (Stargate: 
Atlantis) and Carey Elwes (Liar Liar).
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Strong sex scene

Deep in debt to a local thug (Jason Momoa, Game of Thrones, Justice League), Miles 
(Drew Roy, Falling Skies) persuades his girlfriend Lauren (Hayley Webb, The Final 
Destination) and brother Liam (Shane Coffey, Starry Eyes) to help fake a disappearance 

in the Alaskan wilderness.

While the town works together to find Miles, the local chief of police (Cary Elwes, Saw, 
The Princess Bride) begins to suspect foul play. As he closes in on the truth, Liam 
struggles to conceal the hoax, and in the process exposes a secret that rocks him and 
Lauren to the core.Now the two are struggling to stay one step ahead of a sadistic thug 

and the tenacious cops before Miles is gone for good.

SPECIAL FEATURES: 
Deleted scenes • Alternative Ending • Cold War Short film Directed by Richard Gray • Trailer
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“ UNTIL QUENTIN TARANTINO MAKES HIS NEXT MOVIE, 
MICKLE IS THE GUY TO WATCH”

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

“THE ROAD ON SUPERNATURAL STEROIDS”
NEW YORK TIMES

RAZORBACK
The astonishing feature film debut of Russell Mulcahy 
(Highlander).
Somewhere deep in the Australian outback there’s a 
marauding, indestructible creature that can rip a man in 
half and destroy a homestead in seconds.
This giant freak of nature is 900 pounds of tusk and muscle - 
and it’s hell bent on terrorizing the small isolated community 
of “Gamulla” - a town as violent and primitive as the beast 
that threatens it. 

SCANNERS
10 Seconds: The Pain Begins.
15 Seconds: You Can’t Breathe. 
20 Seconds: You Explode.
Welcome to David Cronenberg’s (Maps to the Stars) 
dark, futuristic world of Scanners – a mind-bending blend 
of horror and sci-fi where a race of mutant humans, gifted 
from birth with telepathic powers, wreak havoc on an 
unsuspecting public.

STAKE LAND 
From director Jim Mickle (Cold in July, We Are What We 
Are) comes Stake Land  – a heart stopping road trip to the 
outer edge by way of a blood drenched jugular.
America is lost in the darkness and decay of a Vampire 
epidemic as survivors cling together in rural pockets, fearful 
of sunset and the vicious feral beasts that define their living 
nightmares.

“ A MIND-BLOWING TELEKINESIS THRILLER THAT 
IMMEDIATELY PUT MICHAEL IRONSIDE ON THE MAP AS 
ONE OF THE MOST INTENSE ACTORS AROUND.”
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SUSPIRIA
Dario Argento’s undisputed Horror Masterpiece, widely 
considered to be the most shocking and hallucinatory horror 
movie in history and described by Argento himself as “an 
escalating experimental nightmare.” 
Packed with vicious violence, ultra gory effects and dazzling 
cinematic set pieces, Suspiria stars Jessica Harper as a 
young American ballet student who arrives at a prestigious 
European dance academy and is confronted by a series of 
bizarre and horrific deaths.

THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE – 
40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
The Texas Chain Saw Massacre is one of the most influential 
horror movies ever made.The Exorcist had swept the country 
the year before, awakening widespread mainstream interest 
in horror movies, but The Texas Chain Saw Massacre was at 
the vanguard of the first wave of independent horror movies 
that transformed the American film industry.

THE VIOLENT KIND
In an isolated farmhouse deep in the wilds of Northern 
California a ruthless pack of marauding psychopaths train 
their beady eyes on Cody (Cory Knauf, The Hamiltons), a 
fresh-faced member of a tough biker gang.
When Cody’s ex-girlfriend Michelle turns up drenched in 
blood and savagely possessed by a malevolent force, the 
biker gang roll into action to mount their most terrifying battle 
yet, against a foe of unquestionable evil.

“ THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE BELONGS IN A 
SELECT COMPANY (WITH NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD AND 
LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT) OF FILMS THAT ARE REALLY A 
LOT BETTER THAN THE GENRE REQUIRES.”

ROGER EBERT

“ FROM STORMY START TO FIERY FINISH, IT’S A STYLISH, 
COMPELLING, PHANTASMAGORIC MOVIE..”

OBSERVER (UK)
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NIGHT VISITOR
A master storyteller confronts a master criminal in this terrifying 
tale about a young man who claims that a respected member of his 
community is behind a series of horrific occult murders. Elliott Gould 
(Ocean’s Twelve) and Richard Roundtree (SHAFT) help sleuth out 
the satanic killer in this fast-paced demonic thriller that will keep you 
in its spell until its spine-tingling conclusion. 

RANCID
Four applicants, with their own hidden agendas, are 
accepted by a mysterious corporation to participate in a medical 
experiment at an isolated testing facility.
With no instructions and no supplies, the human lab rats must fend 
for themselves and figure out what part of the experiment each one 
is playing.

UMBRAGE – THE FIRST VAMPIRE
Preventing the assassination of an ageing cowboy in the old west, a 
sultry vampire leaves the would-be killer for dead. A century later the 
stakes are raised as Jacob (Doug Bradley, Hellraiser)and his family 
find themselves caught in the middle of a hundred year old grudge 
between the vengeful undead cowboy and the re-awakened Lilith 
who is hell bent on death and destruction.

ZOMBIE WOMEN OF SATAN
A tight-knit group of nightclub performers head for a remote farm 
in order to record a simple cable TV interview and soon uncover a 
demented family cult who have been kidnapping and torturing young 
women. Up to their necks in freaks and violence, the ragtag group 
become enmeshed in the horrific side-effects of an experiment gone 
wrong and end up fighting for their lives against a bloodthirsty horde 
of sexy stocking-clad zombies.

NIGHTMARES
In this textbook example of 80s slash trash, an aspiring actress 
(Jenny Neumann from HELL NIGHT), haunted by the childhood 
memory of her mother being thrown through a car window, finds 
herself trapped at the centre of a brutal killing spree as one by 
one her fellow thespians are butchered by a psychopath with a 
sliver of glass. 

GAG
A simple burglary spirals violently out of control when two thieves 
break into a Hollywood Hills mansion in search of riches and 
instead find a man who has been bound, gagged and imprisoned in 
the massive estate. Upon making their grim discovery the morally 
conflicted pair makes a series of poor decisions that leads to a bloody 
battle for survival against a killer with no conscience and no remorse! 

DAY OF THE DEAD 2: CONTAGION
In 1968, a strange viral outbreak is contained within the walls of 
a military hospital in rural Pennsylvania. 37 years later, the virus is 
accidently unleashed again at the Ravenside Mental Health Facility, 
a nuthouse built on the ashes of the mass extermination site. The 
hospital instantly transforms into a slaughter yard as the heavily 
medicated patients mutate into an unstoppable army of the living 
dead - with an insatiable urge to feed on human flesh

CHILLER
A wealthy industrialist (Michael Beck) arranges for his body to be 
kept on ice in a high-tech cryonic chamber with instructions to later 
restore him to life. Thanks to a computer malfunction, Beck emerges 
from the frozen crypt as a soulless, evil madman, a corporate tyrant 
with an appetite for destruction. So evil, in fact, that his own mother 
(Beatrice Straight) decides to destroy him!
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